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N o one can deny that we indeed live in turbulent times! The year 2012 has passed, and the alignment with the Galactic Center has happened. Time that sped up a million-fold has slowed down, so in that sense, we’ve been given a break. However, this doesn’t mean that the world has stopped. The Global Elite is still working behind the scenes—actually more frenetically than perhaps ever before, sweating bullets while they are taking orders from the extraterrestrials, who command them to do this or that within a target frame that seems impossible. For the ETs, nothing is considered impossible, though, and if any of their Minions feel that they can’t accomplish their goal they are dispensable, and they know it. In fact, they know it very well now, after so many bankers have been suicided.¹ Not all of these incidents have made it to the front pages of the newspapers, and sometimes we had to look at the back pages or somewhere in the middle of the paper to find it, but it was there.

Events, such as these, send messages all the way down the line—not only in the financial and banking businesses but also amongst politicians and other officials. Even people in the entertainment industry are scared. Robin Williams—a beloved actor by many—hanged himself (or was he suicided, too? Well, some say he had ADHD and was bipolar, which could be true, but which Hollywood star isn’t, and how did they attain those conditions? Has anybody heard of trauma-based mind-control?). Suicides such as that one—especially hanging—are highly symbolic. First, keep in mind that you don’t make it big in Hollywood or in the music industry unless you have “sold your soul,” as it were. You can do that in many ways, but trauma-based mind-control is the method very often used. It’s fairly effective, although some victims break down at times and start talking—John Lennon was probably a very good example of that. Hanging, however, is sending a very clear message amongst the occultists, i.e. most of the people engaged in the entertainment industry. It has direct connection to the “Hanged Man” in the Tarot Card, and it tells the rest of the industry to keep themselves in check. Robin Williams was, without much doubt, a sacrifice. It is really fantastic what the Elite can do before our very eyes, and we have no clue. Sometimes it’s enough that such a person gets a phone call with a trigger word, and

¹ https://www.google.com/#q=bankers+commit+suicide
then he or she knows what to do—“where did I put the rope, again?” Or, “maybe I should take a bath and lay down with my face pointing down in the water!”

Fig. 1. Robin Williams

I have no doubt that we will see more people in the public arena suddenly either committing suicide, being murdered, or becoming victims of strange accidents. Also, the more famous and loved the person is, the more traumatized the general public will be.

These are the times when people will take to the Bible texts to find answers, and lo and behold! There they are! People will see the predictions and prophecies being fulfilled all around them as a confirmation that their faith is the correct one. This, despite the fact that different religions will say similar things, and the followers will get confirmation that their religion is the truth. They can’t all be true—or can they?

In a sense—yes, they can! The reason for this is, of course, because the Holy Scriptures of virtually all religions are written by the same beings, and almost all religions are waiting for their version of a Savior.

The Christians, for example, say that researchers who are not Christians—or New Agers in general—hate Christianity because it tells the truth and reveals the lies of the New Agers and “Anti-Christian” researchers. According to those same Christians, I would fall under that category, too. However, the Christians forget a few things. First, I do not hate Christians or Christianity—I just see it as another false doctrine—one of many. Second, they claim that an “Anti-Christ” will appear before the real Christ will arrive in a Second Coming. In fact, they are waiting for a specific person who will fit the category of an Anti-Christ, when indeed everybody who does not believe in Christ and the Second Coming are Anti-Christ. Hence, there is not one Anti-Christ, but as many as there are those who don’t buy into the Second Coming of Christ. This number, I estimate, is in the billions.
To be fair, and as I have stated earlier, there are many truths in the Bible as well as there are in most other religions. Consider Hinduism, which we’ve covered in this *Fifth Level of Learning*—there is a lot of truth in the Vedas, too. I would say there is even more truth in the Vedas than there is in the Bible. Still, the Vedas are deceptive because they teach a wrong message, written and dictated by the same being who wrote and dictated the Bible.

Regardless, the Christians are correct in that there will be a Second Coming, and they are even correct when they tell us who he is. They say that he will be Jesus (or Yeshua), and that he is the same being who is worshipped in the Bible as Jesus Christ. I have no problem with that because there is evidence that this is correct! However, the Christians are not aware of whom they are promoting as the Second Coming of Christ. Although they claim that Jesus is not his real name (and I agree), it’s still the name that’s been used for a relatively long time, and here in the western world it’s probably the most commonly used name for the Christian Messiah. If we break the name down by sound, we get, EAsus and JeZEUS—associated with Ea and his son, Marduk-Zeus. Some may say that this is nonsense, but is it really? Also, are the similarities just coincidences? It’s up to the reader to decide. Another consideration is the character of this man. The Messiah is supposedly the son of God, and besides comparing that to the Sun god, we also have Ea being the son of God (or rather, the Goddess). Then, of course, who is Jehovah? As I and many others have shown, he is an extraterrestrial as well. Although many have erroneously equated him with Enlil, it still proves that the Christian doctrine is false. Now, I have shown that Jehovah is indeed En.ki, just as Satan or Lucifer in the Garden of Eden is En.ki as well—he is merely playing a double role. This may seem nonsensical until the overwhelming evidence is revealed. Therefore, the Messiah whom the Christians are waiting for is the same Messiah the New Agers and the occultists are waiting for as well—Lord En.ki! Some call him Krishna, others call him the Maitreya, the Jews call him Emmanuel, the Christians call him the Messiah, and he is Iman Mahdi amongst the Muslims. It doesn’t matter—it’s the same person!

Looking at the above scenario, why would I “hate” Christianity before any other religion? Why would I “hate” anybody at all? When you evolve past a certain point, the “hate” issue becomes non-existent—you are way past all that. Hate, in general, can more or less be removed from your vocabulary—you don’t use it anymore, other than to quote others who use the word. At least, that’s how it is for me. I may greatly dislike something, but once I understand it, I can see it for what it is, and the charged energy I may have had on that subject will be discharged. Then, I can look at it, and it just “is.”
II. The Yezidis

There is a group that calls themselves the Yezidis, and they are a Kurdish-speaking people living in the northern Iraq. This is a people who are close to extinction because of the oppression from the Iraqi Government, which has hunted them down for a long time, and this has resulted in that there are only between 200,000-500,000 Yezidis alive today. They may be oppressed, but they still have a very rich spiritual tradition, which they claim is the oldest living tradition in the world. They don’t say that their religion is the oldest there ever was, but the oldest practiced religion today.

When I read about their faith and way of living, I can tell that it’s a male dominated religion, where Lord En.ki is the God—one of the few religions that openly states that! However, this is not the reason why I wanted to bring attention to this group of people, although it does have to do with their religion.

They claim that their God often appears as a Peacock Angel. Therefore, the peacock is their main symbol. Not only does their god appear as a peacock to them but also to other peoples of the world, they say. Without going too much into their religion (the reader can research them directly by going to http://www.yeziditruth.org/); they have researched who their Peacock Angel would be in other religions around the world (they believe that he is showing himself to others, too—not only the Yezidis). The result is interesting, and I wanted to share their conclusions with the reader and how accurate they are. They are sometimes mixing up En.ki with Marduk, but they are always talking about either En.ki or Marduk.

- Murugan/Skanda/Sanat Kumara of the Hindus
- Al-Khadir, the “Green Man,” of the Moslems
- King Melchizedek of the Jews
- St. George of the Knights Templar
- Enki of the Sumerians
- Dionysus of the Greeks
- Osiris of the Egyptians
- Quetzlcoatl of the Mexicans
- Masaw of the Hopi Indians

2 http://www.yeziditruth.org/
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This is all just a little side note, but I thought it was a neat little confirmation on what I’ve been discussing in my papers.

III. The End of Kali Yuga and the Start of a New Era

As stated in previous papers, the reason for the United States of America to have formed at all was not in order to be free from British influence (and this never happened anyway), but to create the New Atlantis and a New World Order. It’s not hard to understand whose project this is because who was the creator of the old Atlantis—or the Atlantis we mostly think of when we think of “the Lost Continent?” It was En.ki, called by a series of names, as usual, and Poseidon was one of them. Why would such effort be put on building a New Atlantis, if it weren’t for preparing for En.ki’s return? The U.S. of A was planned at least during Francis Bacon’s lifetime (if not earlier), as there are records of this.

I have a hard time understanding why this is so difficult to see through. I don’t know how many truth-seekers out there are thinking that the USA was created for the sake of people’s liberty and freedom. That’s very naïve, when indeed the Founding Fathers—or most of them—were coming from the European Freemasonic lodges! Then, as if that were not enough, Christians believe that this country was founded with Christian values and therefore is a Christian state. How is that possible? It’s enough to see all these occult symbols everywhere around the Founding Fathers—especially George Washington. Even the streets of Washington D.C. were built using Freemasonic symbology!

Fig. 2. George Washington—Freemason.

It’s the same issue with the Industrialism and the construction of big cities for people to live in. It was in order to house the increasing population and to have an
infrastructure where it is easy to reach people and to spread certain messages so that manipulation on a grand scale was possible. The plan was then, as it is now, to build a One World Government and a New World Order. The One World Government is already in place in form of the United Nations, but the goal beyond that is to have one ruler who rules over the entire world. It’s not necessarily true that they want all the borders torn down—there may or may not still be different countries existing, but they will be more like colonies or states, like we have in the United States of America.

A typical example of how we have been manipulated is the way the Global Elite broke down the family unit through Women’s Liberation (Women’s Lib.) in the 1960s and 1970s. Before then, the father could support the whole family with his wages, and the mother could stay home and raise the children. This created a very stable family unit. This is exactly how I was brought up, and it was fantastic! However, a strong family unit is a big threat to the Global Elite and had to be destroyed. Hence, the Rockefeller Think Tank decided to create the Women’s Lib. to “liberate” the women, who were “stuck in the kitchen” when they could work just as their husbands did and earn their own money.¹

Then to deplete the family unit of any kind of choice, the Rockefellers, behind the scenes, lowered the average wages so that the mother had to work as well to support the family. In addition, daycare centers were established where the children could be put during the day when their parents were working. This considerably weakened the family unit, and the children, when they grew up, began to ask the “System” for help and advice instead of the family first. Thus, about one generation after this project was completed, we had a very system-dependent society. The children started looking at the System as their family rather than to their real family.

Very few people could see what was really happening then and still do not see it today. It’s commonplace and normal for both parents to work and put the kids in daycare. Of course, more and more children have to go to counselling because they feel so empty and anxious from lack of attention from their parents. Also, the psychiatric board of directors were fast to invent new “diseases” when parents saw that their children began acting up, and ADD and ADHD were born after mercury had been added to the vaccines (although, since after 2003 mercury is no longer as prevalent in vaccines as it used to be but is instead mainly given in flu shots to pregnant women. John Best, an American researcher, explains the horrible consequences of this in one of his excellent videos, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=px5ubCvvpSw).

Some people say that this is not the “End Time,” and that bad things have happened before in the world where people have blamed them on the End Times when they were nothing but. This may be so, but I have seen too many signs that I

³ J. Michael Thomas Hayes, “Rise of the New World Order—the Culling of Man,” p. 400.
can’t ignore—we do live in the End Times, and I think I dare to say it with quite some certainty. Then, of course, it is a matter of what we mean by End Times.

I do not believe that this is the end of the world and that the human population will be eradicated. I think this is the time that the Scriptures posit—a time which has long been planned for by the Alien Invader Force (the AIF). This is the time they describe in the Bible and the Book of Revelation and the Book of Daniel—it’s the Second Coming, i.e. the Return of En.ki. It’s not that En.ki has been absent for a great number of years, although I believe he’s been on and off planet, leaving businesses to his son, Marduk. The Return of En.ki simply means that he may be coming back to rule in a similar manner as he did in ancient times, such as during the Atlantis Era.

Moreover, I believe that humankind stands at a crossroads, and a new, upgraded species is developing, side by side with the “old” species. The old species will be used in the artificial intelligence program and eventually will become half biological humans and half machine—just as it is depicted in a series of Hollywood movies at this point.

The Hindus say we are in the 7th Manvantara, or Manu, going into the 8th. Each Manvantara lasts as long as a Manu lasts, i.e. a certain species of the human race. This means that when going into the 8th Manu, a new human species is born, and this is the seventh “extinction” of Homo sapiens the way the Vedic gods counted it. How many Manvantaras are there left then, we may wonder? Well, according to the same gods, there will be fourteen Manvantaras altogether, which means that we’re halfway through. This also means that the gods plan to stay here for the development of another seven species! In other words, they have planned beforehand, and if everything goes per their plans, the 14th Manu will be the last one—the fulfillment of their genetic engineering plans! Can the reader imagine staying with the gods for another seven Manvantaras?

Also, we are at the end of a time cycle, which the Vedas call the Kali Yuga (which has nothing to do with the goddess Kali, by the way), and a new cycle will start—some say it will begin in 2025.

Kali Yuga is considered the Dark Times, and this is the age we have been living in for a long time now. When a new Yuga begins, Vishnu is sending out a new Avatar to Earth in order to teach mankind the rules for the new Yuga (age). This is, as we can see, very similar to the Second Coming of Christ. Each religion has its generalities, but almost all of them have the return of their god embedded into the soup.

This is what the Hindu scriptures say will happen at the end of Kali Yuga:

**Quote #1:** The Vishnu Purana (Book Four, Chapter 24) also explains that, “When the practices taught in the Vedas and institutes of law have nearly ceased, and the

---

4 [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manvantara](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manvantara)
5 [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manvantara#Fourteenth_-_Indra_Savarni_Manu](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manvantara#Fourteenth_-_Indra_Savarni_Manu)
The close of the Kali age shall be nigh, a portion of that divine being who exists of His own spiritual nature, and who is the beginning and end, and who comprehends all things, shall descend upon earth. He will be born in the family of Vishnuyasha, an eminent brahmana of Shambhala village, as Kalki, endowed with eight superhuman faculties.”

The next incarnation of Vishnu will thus be called Kalki, and as the Bible says—when the Anti-Christ shows up, everybody will understand him, regardless of language or religion. He will fit everybody’s faith. This is how it is basically set up. This doesn’t mean that everybody will fall for the deception, but plenty enough for the plan to work. Here is more so that the reader can compare the Vedic texts with what we’re used to—the prophecies in the Bible. They are profoundly alike:

**Quote #2:** The Padma Purana (6.71.279-282) relates that Lord Kalki will end the age of Kali and will kill all the wicked mlecchas and, thus, destroy the bad condition of the world. He will gather all of the distinguished brahmanas and will propound the highest truth. He will know all the ways of life that have perished and will remove the prolonged hunger of the genuine brahmanas and the pious. He will be the only ruler of the world that cannot be controlled, and will be the banner of victory and adorable to the world.

As Well as in the Book of Revelation, Kalki will then rule humankind into a Golden Age where everybody lives in bliss, etc. In Level IV, we discussed that the AIF is not only present in the metaphysical dimension anymore but also have taken bodies here and positioned themselves in high places and in strategic positions all around the world. Earth is ready for their King to arrive—everybody is just wondering when it will happen.

**IV. Humans, Get Into the Fold—The Crop is Ready to be Harvested!**

“**WHOSOEVER SHALL CALL UPON THE NAME OF THE LORD SHALL BE SAVED**

- Romans 10:13

The deceptions are so many that it’s hard to know where to start, how to continue, and where to stop. The above Bible quote is obvious to a Christian, for example. It tells the devotee that regardless who calls upon the name of God, that believer shall be saved. However, what does it say to you? Perhaps, it has the same meaning for you that it has for me—regardless of who calls upon the name of the

---


8 Ibid.
Lord (En.ki, that person shall be saved. There is just one word in the Bible quote that is misunderstood, and the whole passage gets a totally different meaning. The Christians are not calling upon the name of God, but upon the name of En.ki, whom they, in their confusion, claim to be Satan. The AIF leaders are calling themselves Lords, and therefore, we have the mix-up—it’s all deliberately done.

I am not going to dwell on the Bible too long because we have much more to cover, but we have discussed the Harvest to quite some extent throughout the Wes Penre Papers. Hence, I want to bring the reader’s attention to the Bible as well when it comes to the term “Harvest” because it is mentioned there, too. We know by now that the “angels” the Bible mentions are not the angels of the Goddess, but they are the angels of the false God—Lord En.ki. When Lucifer’s Rebellion took place, Archangel Mikael Sr. and Jr. were the only archangels who stayed with the Goddess, while the rest fell out of grace. Not only did the archangels fall out of grace, the so-called “angels” did as well. In reality, angels are nothing but a term that is made up to describe “those who came from Heaven down to Earth” to mingle with the humans who were born here. Therefore, we often see wings on the pictures of the “Anunnaki” in the Sumerian cuneiform. They came from Heaven and were therefore angels and were therefore wearing wings. Another reason why they wore wings was because some of them belonged to the Bird Tribe, and obviously, birds have wings.

The Bible used the same terms for the AIF and their leaders—they were angels! Hence, the term angel is frequently used—especially in biblical times when a human experienced a “vision,” someone from the AIF materialized into the Third Dimension, carrying a message to the human. Almost always, this unearthly being wore wings in front of the stunned human.

Matthews 13 from the New Testament, King James authorized version, says the following (my emphasis is in bold):

Matthews 39:

37 He [Jesus] answered: “The one who sowed the good seed is the Son of Man.

38 The field is the world, and the good seed stands for the people of the kingdom. The weeds are the people of the evil one,

39 and the enemy who sows them is the devil. The harvest is the end of the age, and the harvesters are angels.\(^9\)

The Son of Man is obviously Jesus, whom I’ve equated with En.ki.\(^10\) The “evil ones” are those who the Christians equate to the Global Elite but also to everybody


\(^10\)
who is following the Devil and reject, or don’t believe in, Jesus Christ. With this in mind, there is no doubt what the rest of the above quotes mean. The “end of the age” is, in my opinion, now as we speak, and this is when the harvest of souls is going to take place. The harvesters are the angels, i.e. the AIF. It can’t be clearer than that. Channeled material, such as the Ra Material, are telling us who is going to be harvested or resurrected. It is not the Christians, but the New Agers, who believe in Saviors, and who believe that we will ascend to the Fourth or Fifth Dimensions. Those are the ones En.ki and his cohort have plans for. En.ki couldn’t care less about the Christians or other religious followers—all that is just a great deception and a way to keep people gathered together in tight groups and be separated from other groups—the usual “us against them” agenda. The Ra collective also clearly states that those who will be harvested are few in numbers, which also makes sense, as they will be the ones who are waiting for extraterrestrials to harvest them. To be honest, I am not even sure if this group will be harvested or not or if this entire Harvest scenario is just another piece of propaganda, and in reality, no one will be harvested. That’s an option to ponder as well. All we know is that the channeled material claims that those who will be harvested are those who are “evolved enough” to ascend to the next dimension, and these people will receive help with the harvest procedure by ETs. Whether that will really happen or not, we can only wait and see.

Fig. 3. George Kavassilas on Red Ice Radio (above).

A researcher whom I respect in many ways, albeit I don’t agree with everything he’s concluded (which is only natural), is the Greek researcher, George Kavassilas. I haven’t mentioned him much in my papers, but in some ways, he and I have similar conclusions. He also has some very profound conclusions about the Harvest, and because I haven’t quoted him before, I’d like to share some of his research here. The reader can also visit his website at the following address: http://www.our-journey-home.com/.

10 If we read the New Testament carefully, we get the impression that we are dealing with a sometimes schizophrenic Jesus. We have the even-tempered, calm Jesus, who is “educating” his disciples and people who want to listen, while we on the other hand also have an agitated, aggressive Jesus, who scares people around him. Thus, according to my observations, we are dealing with two Jesus’s, just as we are dealing with two Jehovas—En.ki the calm one, and Marduk the hot-head.
George is telling us that there are beings out there who intend to harvest their “herd,” and they want to do this through a set of programs. Just as I am, George is convinced that the most successful of all mind-control program out there is religion because it has caught 4.5 to 5 billion people on the planet, which is mind boggling if we really think about it. He is also of the mindset—just as I am—that promoting that all aliens are benevolent is a very naïve and dangerous thing to do. George has personal experiences with the bad ones—the ones I have written about—so he knows firsthand. Also, by using the old saying, “as above, so below,” that should be enough for everyone to understand that something is not just right with the “ET business.”

George also warns us about the false-flag ET invasion. He says that there will be no real ET invasion because they are already here, working on us from within. This is exactly what these papers have proclaimed as well, although I am more of the mindset that even though they are here, and have been here forever, they may be building up to an invasion that is both false and real. It is false in the sense that the invasion happened already 450,000-500,000 years ago, but now they want to fulfill prophecy, and a Battle of Armageddon (a Third World War) may be the absolute best way to reduce the population to a more manageable level. It would also be a perfect way to introduce Marduk and En.ki on the stage. This is one case scenario, and it doesn’t have to happen that way, but it’s plausible. George thinks that they are too scared to rule in the open, but I doubt it. They are not scared of us in that sense—we wouldn’t stand a chance against them in a battle or any other confrontation at our current level of consciousness because they are interdimensional and can travel and escape through the dimensions where we can’t find them. The only way they are afraid of us is if we raise our consciousness to a level where most humans start questioning the system we’re living in and refuse to follow the oppressive rules anymore.

An interesting idea that came from George was that perhaps the Anti-Christ—or even the “real” Christ—may be a woman! George and I are promoters of the Divine Feminine. We have been so used to being ruled by the patriarchal regime that a woman would not only be a shock, but also a very fresh new start! If she is warm and compassionate on top of that, she may become a “hit.” Albeit the AIF is not able to feel love and compassion the way we do, they can mimic it fairly well by now—they have learned how we tick; they have “recorded” it, and they know how to play it back to us. Look at the most recent version of the TV series V, for example. The Reptilians who were here to invade came in the disguise of women. They pretended to be very loving and caring toward humanity, and the great majority of the population fell for it. Then, behind the scenes, they slaughtered humans. This could very well be a science fiction version of our future.
Deep rooted into our DNA is the memory of the Divine Feminine and a female Deity. When someone equivalent to this shows up, I think the overt takeover can happen relatively smoothly. The Mother Archetype has lain dormant for so long now, and it’s knocking at the door, wanting to come in. If there is a global leader presented by the establishment, or coming from space, it is an invasion, whether we call it fake or real. We must not buy into it. The NSA-paid disinformation agents who are putting themselves as authorities on ET psychology and bluntly say that all ETs are good have as their agenda to ultimately put one of these ET characters on the throne—or to assist for that to happen. Be aware!

A female leader is a wildcard that very few people have thought of, and it might be one that I think could really work for them. After all these clowns who have run the world for millennia, they know that they have exhausted us, and a new male leader may be one too many for us. This could also be the reason why these patriarchal leaders have acted out so horrendously lately—to really make us disgusted with them. Let us see if the Media are going to start promoting a female leadership any time soon. If so, this could very well be a sign that what I’m suggesting, together with George Kavassilas, is correct. As George says, “[We are looking at a] fascist dictatorship in a velvet glove.”

The big test may be happening now. In the Third Level of Learning I wrote about channeling, and I listed the most popular channeled entities that we are dealing with. Then, I tried to make people aware of whom they really are. One group of

Fig. 4. The shapeshifting crew from the TV series V, 2009 version.
channeled entities does everything in its power to make the receiver of its messages feel wonderful—people are promoting these entities as the true Gods of this Universe and beyond, and they make us humans feel in ecstasy and in total bliss when listening to them. They even cure people who are ill. This, say the devotees, is absolute proof that these entities are good-hearted and have our best interests in mind. I say, not at all! Take your coat and run! This is just a new mind-control program, and I don’t understand why so many people can’t see that. I was listening in on one session, and I could only stand that sugar-sweet, artificial love frequency for a minute or two, then I honestly had to turn it off. It also definitely turned me off! Of course they can heal people—they have technologies far beyond what we can imagine. However, what I’m getting at is that this new love and light frequency program may be a forerunner, or a pilot, to what is coming soon for real. If the AIF notices that their pilot works, they may give it a go-ahead and use it. If so, En.ki cloaked as a female entity may not be so farfetched after all. It wouldn’t be the first time he dresses up as a female, either, as we’ve discussed earlier.

George also suggests that many of us are under heavy attacks in our dream state. I totally agree with that. I have certainly noticed it myself, and I know of a few other people with an awakening consciousness who are telling me the same thing. Even when we don’t remember our dreams, we often, or sometimes, wake up and feel uncomfortable, as if something quite unpleasant happened while we were sleeping. Yes, they are working on us and are testing different probabilities. This is why it’s so important to anchor yourself and put a golden aura around your body before you go to sleep. Then tell yourself and any beings who are planning on interfering with your sleep that this is your sovereign space and only messages and experiences that may enhance your awakening of consciousness in a positive way are allowed. Drop the grounding cord, as I have talked about earlier, imagine a golden aura around yourself, quite close to your body, and if that doesn’t help (which I believe it will), also imagine that you put an invisible cloak around you. This shows beings in the non-physical that you are aware and do not allow anybody to mess with you. I must confess that I sometimes forget to do this myself, and that’s when the attacks happen. We need to practice and continue doing it until it becomes as natural as eating and dressing.

I have said that cellphones are bad, and I still do—especially smartphones. Not so much because they may be tracking devices as they are mind-control devices. They read your brainwave frequency. Just imagine an ET super computer that gathers all people’s brainwave frequencies and then sends out subtle messages through the smartphones—messages you never notice, but they change your way of thinking. This is one way for them to make you accept the future they are preparing for you. It doesn’t matter if you have the phone off, either—they can send through it anyway. However, smartphones are not the only devices with which they can do this. They have satellites and off-world computer systems that read your brainwaves anyway, so it’s not as if you will be free from intrusion if you throw your smartphone away, but there are special reasons why they want people to use them that goes beyond what I
just described as well. Everything with the word “smart” in it is ET (read AIF) technology—there are no exceptions!

One of the reasons why it’s so hard to wake up the majority of people today is because our freedom is so relative. When you tell people that they are not free, or that they are slaves, they don’t agree with you—they think that they are free because they compare themselves with people who lived in the Dark Ages or those in the Third World, and they know that they have so much more freedom than that. They don’t see that their freedom is materialistic but that their souls are trapped. When you notice that, you need to make them understand that they are a soul and not a body in the first place. The mind control goes so deep. This is why the AIF have let us have so much relative freedom instead of keeping us in chains the way they did in the past. They realized that the more they could bring about an illusion of freedom, the safer their System would be and the more efficiently it would work. They were right. Have them suppress whom you really are, bring all the high-tech toys up front, and you have a discontented population. When a tough workday is over, you can go home and relax and play with your toys. Also, as many people say, “At least we have a roof over our heads and a job to go to. That’s more than many people in this world have.” Then they are satisfied with that. There is very little in the System that is not carefully planned—even when it seems to be chaotic and totally in disorder. Some politician shows his privates on the Internet, and then he wants to run for Governor. That sounds totally crazy, but even that has a purpose for the AIF. It’s all by design.

The Harvest has many layers to it, and I have tried to describe them all—at least all that I can think of, but it’s actually fairly easy to summarize it—everything that has to do with Harvest is of AIF design and must be avoided if we want our freedom. Regardless how nice and logical it all sounds—it’s not in your best interest! If you don’t believe me, it’s your choice, but you may end up somewhere you don’t want to be at all, and there is no way out. A farmer is harvesting his crop to eat, and he leads his cattle to the slaughterhouse to sell the meat so people can eat. The ETs are doing the same thing with us—they “eat” us in one way or another. Sometimes they eat our flesh, sometimes they eat our energy, and sometimes they hijack our entire consciousness in profound ways. Nothing from the AIF is anything that you would want any part of, so be fully aware! The road to the slaughterhouse may be decorated with flowers and beautiful trees, but in the belly of the serpent there is only darkness.

V. Alien Abductions and Human Misconceptions on the Alien Topic

One of the most common misconceptions humans have when it comes to the ET topic is that we believe that aliens must be the same way we are—we are conditioned to think that they are based on the human template with two legs, two arms, a torso, and a head on top. From there, the variations can be many—some may look similar to us, while others may be reptilian-looking or insect-like—whatever
your imagination can think up. This idea is very much imprinted in our human minds when it comes to aliens.

When thinking in these terms, there is one very important thing that we forget—aliens are not third-dimensional! They are interdimensional, and therefore, they don’t abide by our limited 3-D laws! I constantly get pictures and drawings of aliens in my email box from well-meaning people who are asking me if this is how the aliens look like? Here is an example:

![Alien lineup](image)

The person asked me if I recognized any of these beings. I was tempted to say, “Not really, except for the one in the upper right corner, who looks like a young Bono from 1987.” Joke aside, this is how many people look at aliens—very 3-D, very physical. I could also have replied, “Yes, I recognize them all. They are all aliens,” and I would have been correct. I’ve talked about this many times before, but I don’t mind repeating myself because it’s important. Some aliens look exactly as you and I because they have taken on a human body. The only difference is that the soul that inhabits the body is not human. Other aliens visit us from other dimensions, and in those cases, they can take on any form they like—and I mean any form! They use their avatar to shapeshift into any shape and form they think is appropriate at the moment. Some appear as reptilians, some as Grays, others as Insectoids, Bigfoots, or Reptoids. Again, their imagination is their only boundary. This is why people see aliens in the strangest shapes and forms. Some of them are illusive and seem to flicker in and out between dimensions, but others are just as solid as you and I are—you can even shake their hands, and you can’t tell that they are only “projections.”

I know that I have discussed the galactic “human template” and described it just as I did above—two legs, two arms, a head, and a torso. I also said once that we got our basic features from the Vegans, who looked fairly similar to the primordial human. This is true because the Vegans existed in both a 3-D form and as
interdimensionals and multidimensionals—quite in line with how the Queen wanted us to be—3-D beings who could nano-travel across the dimensions. The Vegans were thereby the template for the human form in the Galaxy.

What about alien abductions, then? People are sure they were abducted by aliens. Yes, we are going to discuss that, too, in a moment, but let’s have an overview—some of it is screen memories done by real ETs, others are screen memories done by our own military. Others are real aliens who are shapeshifting into whatever form they want the abductee to see them in. When real aliens are involved, the experience is almost always interdimensional, even when the abductee guarantees that he or she experienced it in 3-D. If someone hijacks your avatar and brings you into another dimension, you are going to experience that as being just as real as the reality you are experiencing at this exact moment! You will think that it’s just as solid as your 3-D world, and for you, it is. The aliens are interdimensional to begin with, and therefore, they are more like pure energy, which can take any form it wishes. This is the misconception people have about aliens, and that, too, is by design! We learn through science fiction books, TV series, movies, and disinformation agents that aliens are 3-D, and they are coming down here in solid 3-D ships. Yes, there are other 3-D civilizations out there who use Einstein-Rosen bridges, etc. in order to travel from one place to another. They may be using spaceships, but these civilizations are few in relation to those that are interdimensional. We have, supposedly, had to deal with a few crashed UFOs—a phenomenon that has been covered up by the governments of the world—and these ships have allegedly been 3-D in nature. The AIF, mining and doing other kind of work in our solar system, may want to use 3-D vehicles to move from one planet to another when they want to operate in our dimension.

If we return to the alien abduction phenomenon—something we also have discussed before—there are some points I would like to make that I haven’t introduced earlier or didn’t discuss in enough detail. There is one particular issue that we can’t ignore—perhaps a majority of the abductees say the same thing. They are taken onboard a spacecraft of some sort and are examined by the aliens. Sperms and eggs are extracted from the victim, and a full exam is performed. Then the abductee is shown babies that are not always totally human but seem to be hybrids between aliens and humans. The abductee is forced to have skin contact with these babies and also have sexual intercourse with hybrids. Regardless of any greater agenda, this is happening to people, and what comes to mind is that the abductors want to create a new, hybrid race—maybe one that has more of the alien gene pole inserted into the human body. DNA is not only third dimensional, and therefore, it is totally possible for this to be a real agenda. There are those, such as Steven Greer and his Disclosure Project, who say that all abductions are military based, and that all aliens are benevolent. However, anyone who looks into the abduction phenomenon in any sincere effort will find that abductions are far from military based in the majority of cases. Moreover, they are far from benevolent! The victims suffers tremendously, as anesthesia seems to be unheard of by the ETs (in reality, they don’t care if the victim suffers). My point is that there is a tremendous amount of documentation on alien
abduction, and many researchers have gone into great detail about them. Those who have done so have come to the same conclusion—most abductions are alien based, and very few—if any—are benevolent. Greer and a few others try to explain away the torture that the victim is subjected to by telling us that it’s unfortunate that it hurts sometimes, but it is for a good cause! Oh, really?

Moreover, why would the government, who lies to us on a daily basis, disclose what it knows about ETs? Also, if the government does disclose something, how reliable would that information be? Will the UFO Communities that are waiting for disclosure take what the government says at face value? This comes from the same people who have never trusted the government on any other issue. That is what is of great concern to me. How can so many otherwise rational people fall into this trap? It’s quite discouraging. If they fall for something like this, how gullible will other people be, who normally don’t have these people’s rationale? It’s not that Government Disclosure is one thing of many that these UFO researchers want—it’s the main thing! It’s what they are striving for and much of the reason why they are researching UFOs and aliens. I know that I have brought this issue up several times in my papers, but I want people to understand this and not forget about it. It’s one of the more important issues right now. Also, let’s look at the “zero point energy” subject that Greer and his followers promote—alien technology that has been given to the government and hidden from the public for, perhaps, fifty years. Now, Greer has been in touch with people in the top echelons of the government and even a few people in the Shadow Government, and he claims that they are open to a full disclosure because they want people to know! Excuse me, but that is not going to happen! None of these people are doing anything for the sake of the public. If they do anything that seems to be for the sake of the public, it is still for their sake, not ours. Why don’t we ever learn?

Karla Turner was a world famous researcher into the subject of alien abductions, and she was also one of the abductees. However, what the Global Elite and the alien force behind them hadn’t predicted was that Karla, sometimes together with her husband, was very outspoken on the subject and wrote a series of books—not only of her experiences, but also on suggestions how to resolve the issue amongst abductees. She went so far, and reached so many people, that she apparently became too much of a wildcard for the Establishment, so they got rid of her. She suddenly developed a very fast-growing cancer and died shortly after she had been diagnosed. Putting the puzzle pieces together, there is very little doubt that she was killed. Other “dangerous people” have been taken out in a similar fashion (who else died from a fast-growing cancer recently? Dr. A.R. Bordon did.)
Karla held many lectures, which can be enjoyed on YouTube and elsewhere. I have listened to her, and with her Ph.D. background, she was well-spoken and often made much sense. She was definitely not a “lunatic,” which is a category many people want to put the abductees in. Amongst a lot of other things, she made up a bullet-point list of things abductees can do to protect themselves from alien abductions. Here is from one of her lectures:

- Educate yourself about the phenomenon—there is some control in knowledge.
- Let go of fear—it is through fear negative entities maintain control. Anger is a more effective defense than fear.  
- Abductees should be aware of how they’re reacting—they should learn how to step out of themselves and to maintain perspective.
- Maintain a good quality of life.
- Be realistic of what can and what cannot be done.
- Stay close to your families.
- Confide. You don’t need the burden of carrying this around without being able to talk about it.  

---

12 Apparently, some aliens are afraid of humans when we get really angry. The energy we produce is quite intense, and aliens have a tendency to back off. Dr. Bordon had the same experience onboard alien spaceships during LPG-C’s Annual Meetings with the aliens. A government team, on the other hand, would never back off because of anger from an abductee, so if anger is helpful, we are definitely talking about an alien abduction, not a military.

13 “Anger is not bad. Anger can be a very positive thing—the thing that moves us beyond the acceptance of evil.” – Sister Joan Chittister, Benedictine nun.
I am not going to argue against or discuss this list because it comes from a frequent abductee. Abductees who read it may review it and see what may be helpful.

Then, we have something called the *Archons*. We have briefly discussed them before, and I need to bring them up again at this point in my work flow because it’s another way of looking at our history and the trap we are sitting in. Some of the readers have heard of Carlos Castaneda already—therefore, the following quote is well known to you. If you haven’t heard of him and his series of books about *Don Juan*, you’d better pay attention now. Castaneda’s books have been under much debate—and I mean *much!* He wrote them as fiction (or science fiction, perhaps), which was very clever of him, as his topics, to a great extent, describe our metaphysical reality. I don’t care how much debate there has been back and forth about his books—the bottom line is that he was writing what he knew was the truth, and he wrote it in fiction form. The life form he was describing was the Archons, but we can call them whatever we want—even I have changed their names a few times during these five levels of learning in order to describe them correctly—but the term *Archon* applies quite well to the AIF, so long as we don’t go too much into details—if we do, there are clear differences between the Gnostic Archons and the AIF that I am discussing. Castaneda wrote about how there was an invisible presence that is using us as their food source. Food doesn’t have to be physical—it can also be in form of  

---

14 Karla Turner Interview, YouTube, *Aliens, UFOs, Anunnaki. The Ultimate Question.*
energy, or something else. This was released in 1999, one year after Castaneda’s death.

**Quote #3:** By playing on our self-reflection, which is the only point of awareness left to us, the predators create flares of awareness that can proceed to consume in a ruthless, predatory fashion. They give us inane problems that force those flares of awareness to rise, and in this manner they keep us alive in order for them to be fed with the energetic flare of our pseudo concerns.

What I’m saying is that what we have against us is not a simple predator. It is very smart, and organized. It follows a methodical system to render us useless.  

Castaneda also writes:

**Quote #4:** [Don Juan]: "I want to appeal to your analytical mind," don Juan said. "Think for a moment, and tell me how you would explain the contradiction between the intelligence of man the engineer and the stupidity of his systems of beliefs, or the stupidity of his contradictory behavior. Sorcerers believe that the predators have given us our systems of beliefs, our ideas of good and evil, our social mores. They are the ones who set up our hopes and expectations and dreams of success or failure. They have given us covetousness, greed and cowardice. It is the predators who make us complacent, routinary, and egomaniacal."

[The Narrator] “But how can they do this, don Juan?’ I asked, somehow angered further by what he was saying. ‘Do they whisper all that in our ears while we are asleep?’

[Don Juan]: “No, they don’t do it that way. That’s idiotic!” don Juan said, smiling. "They are infinitely more efficient and organized than that. In order to keep us obedient and meek and weak, the predators engaged themselves in a stupendous maneuver - stupendous, of course, from the point of view of a fighting strategist. A horrendous maneuver from the point of view of those who suffer it. They gave us their mind! Do you hear me? The predators give us their mind, which becomes our mind. The predators’ mind is baroque, contradictory, morose, filled with the fear of being discovered any minute now."

Don Juan continues: “I know that even though you have never suffered hunger... you have food anxiety, which is none other than the anxiety of the predator who fears that any moment now its maneuver is going to be uncovered and food is going to be denied. Through the mind, which, after all, is their mind, the predators

---

inject into the lives of human beings whatever is convenient for them. And they ensure, in this manner, a degree of security to act as a buffer against their fear.”

Isn’t this very similar to what we have discussed throughout these papers? Sometimes, aware souls are born to tell the story of what is happening around us—the story that is unseen and too incredible for the sleeping man to believe. Still, what Castaneda and I are revealing is part of our reality, and it is much more real than the reality we think we live in.

We need to remember that we are not at the top of the food chain—far from it! However, it is easier to grasp all this if we think in terms that are familiar to us. For example, a farmer has his farm animals, and if he is an old-school farmer, he treats his animals fairly well because he knows that if he’s going to eat them, they taste better if they have not been too traumatized. Hence, if an animal gets hurt or sick, he takes care of it and heals the wound or cures the illness. It’s in the best interest of the farmer to do so. Now, if we apply this to the AIF and us humans, we are their farm animals, and some of us are going to be eaten—physically or energetically eaten—it doesn’t matter. Thus, they want us to taste good, and therefore, they invest in us sometimes, and we see that as kindness when it is only them investing in their property. It can also be put in the way Jim Sparks, an outspoken abductee, puts it,

_Quote #5: “Higher intelligence takes advantage of, and uses, lower intelligence—sort of the way we humans use cattle. And with the privilege of use, comes the responsibility of caring... A farmer tends to his animals by feeding them and taking care of their medical needs. If the pasture becomes contaminated, the farmer would be the first to protect his investments.”_ Jim Sparks, Abductee.

Then, we see people in the third-world countries being ill-treated. It reminds me of greedy businesses creating GMO food and selling it to the public as non-quality food, and as poisonous food as well. This is not in any way an intention on my part to belittle people in third-world countries—I only relay the perception about them that the AIF may have. Albeit not all people are meant to be food, either. Some are simply slaves, and others are not even of any interest to the AIF anymore—not even as slaves—and these people are the ones who the AIF wants to get rid of first when we hear population reduction being mentioned. Unfortunately, we are probably once again going to see how black people are going to be targeted and murdered in one way or the other—regardless if it is going to be overtly or covertly done, it’s going to be done nonetheless. After that, a new selection of humans are going to be targeted. The very “compassionate” Henry Kissinger called those who are targeted for population control “useless eaters.” Among many others, that’s probably you and I,

---

17 YouTube, _Aliens, UFOs, Anunnaki. The Ultimate Question_, op. cit.
folks! Statements such as this are likely to come from AIF members in human bodies. I have a hard time seeing Kissinger as human—as little as I could see Dr. A.R. Bordon being human (I’m sorry I had to throw that in there, too).

If we return to Karla Turner for a moment—the abductee who died from fast-growing cancer—she made another statement that I more and more agree with. I used to have the mindset that we create our own reality, and whatever happens to us—good or bad—is karma based, or it has to do with the “Law of Attraction.” It’s not that I reject these thoughts now because on one level this is how things are played out down here in 3-D, but we have to be very careful so we do not overuse these concepts and generalize them! It can be very dangerous because it tends to make us less empathetic toward our fellow human beings. Karla said regarding alien abductions how some people claim that it has to do with karma—to be abducted is a karmic thing in one way or another or the person wouldn’t have been abducted in the first place. A typical New Age teaching that has become very popular over the last decade or so is “The Secret,” a learning process that comes from the Rosicrucian Order. It teaches the Law of Attraction and its underlying concept of “you create your own reality” (YCYOR). It is presented in a very sugarcoated fashion with interviews from people who have had excellent experiences from practicing these teachings. However, we need to question the purpose behind such a model—why are they really presented in the first place, and by who? Also, what effects do they actually create? In reality, the vast majority of people experience only disappointment, and they are also disillusioned and depressed because they can’t do what the teachers in the videos state that they definitely should be able to do. We need to ask ourselves if that perhaps is the whole purpose with the videos—to make people disillusioned so that they start doubting metaphysics as a concept and go back to a sleeping consciousness.

We have to be very careful not to judge ourselves and others who are honest people doing the best that they can—not only when it comes to the things discussed here but also in general—3-D is the most dense reality we know of, and to create “magic” here is extremely hard—in fact, it’s the hardest place imaginable to do such a thing. If you have any success at all in that field, congratulate yourself—if not, see it as normal. Instead, learn and become knowledgeable, and bring that knowledge with you everywhere you go—even when you leave this body—especially when you leave this body.

Millions of people have died in Iraq since the U.S. started the war, and many of these people are children and babies. To sit here in the Western World in front of our TV screens or iPads and say, “this is just their karma,” and then turn to another channel is extremely arrogant, as I see it, but it’s just the way the New Age disinformation agents want us to think. Although karma is something inserted into our reality here in the Third Dimension by the Invaders; therefore, it is real in that sense, but it is only real because we agree that it’s real. All these children did not get slaughtered in Iraq because they were once upon a time slaughterers themselves—it would be absurd to think in those terms. When we begin to research the Between Life Area (BLA), we notice that if we go to the Light and get trapped in the AIF’s Afterlife System, there are layers, or different dimensions, there as well. Depending
on your awareness and the “grace” of the oppressors, you may get an opportunity to choose what you want to do in your next lifetime and hence reincarnate into a bloodline that would best enhance those abilities—the AIF needs functional slaves who can be utilized effectively. However, there are others who are not so lucky. What might happen to people who have lived a life as a suffering black human in the midst of Africa, gotten nothing out of his or her life except being eaten by flies and whipped by white slave handlers? The AIF may just bunch them together and kick them into a baby body in Iraq for all that we know. How can we judge that?

Remember that evolvement is meant to be on their terms, not ours. The AIF lets us evolve if they can gain from it—they want slaves they can use on all levels. Moreover, they want slaves who are as skillful as possible in their society. However, if a human is incarnated somewhere in an environment that is extra oppressive and where it’s very hard to survive, the person may succumb to the overwhelming situation. What will happen to such a person in the Afterlife? He or she will most likely be judged by the Council as having failed and is thus not of much use for the AIF. The Council may tell the person that he/she needs to incarnate in such an environment again until he or she learns and can conquer it. This means that the “failed” person will be a slave in the same, or a similar oppressive environment again (with amnesia, of course). Maybe six lifetimes later, the person manages to survive in that environment and will then be “promoted” in the next life, doing something that he/she can hopefully manage.

The AIF does not do this for the person’s sake, but for their own. It’s a functional system, where they can have slaves in all walks of life, and they get slaves who can “do the job” because they have suffered their way up the ladder over many lifetimes. Sometimes, however, there may be a shortage of slaves in the oppressive environment, and on such an occasion, “promotion” is out of the question. In those cases, the chance that the slave will succumb again is pronounced.

A great number of incarnations later, a person may begin to involve spiritually, such as you and I, but the AIF has use for us too. The Harvest comes to mind. The only way out of this loop is to learn about what the situation is that we are sitting in—something I am trying to do with these papers—and then make sure we are not falling into the Afterlife Trap again.

I can’t tell people what they should do, however—some may take a chance and take a baby body without going through the tunnel and into the light and hopefully bring enough knowledge into the next lifetime to be able to continue the work to wake mankind up. If so, it’s very honorable but also very dangerous. Will it work, or will that person get trapped again?

The other option is to escape from here, considering ourselves having finished business here and move on. We have helped mankind by evolving ourselves and affected the mass consciousness so that more people have the chance to wake up. We have no contract to awaken mankind from their slumber. I have no problem thinking in terms that we have done our part. Now there are more exciting projects we can engage in when we are exploring the Multiverse as multidimensional beings. After I’m done publishing this series of papers (this level of learning will be the last), I will
write a book about the Afterlife and how to leave the trap environment as safely as possible. I will also introduce obstacles that may prevent people from being able to escape through the Grid and how to manage those potential obstacles—this is for those who decide that this is their last incarnation on Earth. In the meantime, learn more by reading the following passage from the Fourth Level of Learning: http://wespenre.com/4/paper15-postdiluvian-times-lucifer-building-his-plans.htm#iii.i

James Mahu of the WingMakers said a long time ago that in this universe there are only humans—there are no other kind of alien life forms. Because he didn’t explain it very clearly at the time, it was misunderstood. Later, he expanded on the subject, and what he meant was that in 3-D, all that exists in this universe in the form of intelligent life are humans in the sense of the human template (two legs, two arms, one torso, and one head). After reading his “Dr. Neruda Interview #5,”18 his ideas became much clearer. Someone whom I know very well said after reading it that it’s disinformation, cloaked very cleverly. With that statement the person meant that the interview is truthful but is also disinformation in crucial parts. The entire setup with the Neruda Interviews reminds me a lot about Carlos Castaneda and his Don Juan books about the teacher and the disciple.

However, let’s concentrate on what rings as true in the WingMakers’ philosophy. In the fifth interview, Dr. Neruda says:

Quote #6: [Dr. Neruda]: “When I said the human uniform evolves, it does, but this evolution is on a track, a pre-programmed track. The intent was to have Anu return on a ‘cloud,’ the whole Second Coming was going to be the staged entrance for Anu. Humanity would evolve in such a way that his reentry into our consciousness would be understood to be good thing. Humanity’s salvation. We would all be his children, and the glory of god would be upon the earth. That was the plan. From before the time of Jesus, that was the plan. Marduk programmed the entire—”19

This is precisely what these papers you are now reading have claimed as well—long before the Fifth Interview was even released (I am saying this so that the reader doesn’t think that I have taken any of my information from James Mahu’s WingMakers). As a human, we need to be evolved to such a degree that we are able to handle a “Second Coming” without totally losing our minds. Any evolving on our part above that is not what the AIF wants. Thus, what the reader is reading now is not part of the AIF’s plan when it comes to evolving—we have proceeded far beyond what we were meant to do and allowed to do. In contrast, much of humanity has not reached the level which the AIF has expected of them. Hence, the Second Coming is not going to happen yet, according to the WingMakers’ website. Also, James Mahu might be right, as I’ve also stated a few times, that there will not be a Second Coming

18 https://www.wingmakers.com/content/neruda-interviews/
19 Ibid (“Fifth Interview”), op. cit.
in the sense that we expect it to happen. The takeover of Earth in that sense might already have happened, or is in progress, although we will not know about it until it’s over and done. Not even then will the majority know because it’s so subtle.

I have tried to present different scenarios of what might happen, and any of them might be what they decide to do—or it could be something else that is not yet being considered. The point is that I want people to be aware. By being aware that something might happen in this regard quite soon will help the reader recognize it well before the masses do. How long did it take for the German people—and the world in general—to realize that Hitler was bad news? Nevertheless, Hitler was very much in people’s faces! If the AIF now chooses to be much more subtle, we need to be much more aware, or we’ll miss it and won’t see it until it’s too late, and we may be caught up in the new system that they so subtly have introduced.

What if nothing happens? Could that also be a possibility? Of course, anything is possible, but looking at the evidence in today’s world, it’s extremely unlikely that what we’re seeing isn’t building up to something. Of course it is! It’s obvious that at least the initial scenario was to implement Bible prophecy and play out the Battle of Armageddon. If this is still on the to-do-list or not is impossible to say, but I very much believe that either that will happen, or the takeover will be more subtle. I do not believe what James Mahu says, which is that the returning of Anu (in itself a wrong term—it should be En.ki or Ea) has been abandoned, and we are on our own to do whatever we want. The Invaders are already here, and they have, to some degree, been here all the time. The big question is instead, will En.ki openly proclaim himself as the world leader, or will he do it under a pseudonym so that we think he is human?

With that in mind, the rest of this paper will be very interesting! There is sufficient evidence that the Elite is waiting for their new leader, and they believe they know who this new leader is!

**VI. Maitreya—The World Leader. Bogus or the Real Thing?**

Maitreya is the new World Leader, according to Benjamin Crème and today’s Theosophical Society. Some suggest that Maitreya was born in 1977, which is erroneous because he made an appearance in Nairobi in 1988 (see fig. 8 and fig. 9), and he’s certainly older than 11 years old in these pictures!

Although Crème, I believe, still hasn’t abandoned the idea that this Maitreya is the coming World Leader, he apparently has his doubts because he has also considered Michael Lee Hill being the new World Leader, as I showed evidence of in Level IV. The purpose, however, with the rise of Maitreya is that this man is going to eventually make announcements to the world, so that people in China hear his message in their own language, while Norwegians hear them in their language, and so on—all done via “telepathy.” This, of course, can easily be achieved through alien technology but also with human technology, which has been developed over the years, based on alien technology.
Fig. 8. Newspaper article from 1988, when Maitreya appeared in Nairobi, the Kenya.

These messages will be very charismatically delivered and will explain the new World Religion in terms so it will make sense that all different religions are actually smaller parts of this One World Religion. He will also be able to explain the UFO phenomenon and basically everything that has confused people over the last few decades. The intention is to bring all people into One People, and make the United Nations the embracing entity and the headquarters for the New World Order in a world without borders. If this is true, the Nairobi speech could have been a pilot to see how his persona would come across. According to pictures that were taken, he seems to have been well received! I have tried to find a sample of his speech but have thus far been un成功的。

---
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Although most people have not heard of him, he is apparently still making appearances, and he has already spread messages on the topic that I just mentioned, albeit the media follow-up on this person has not been the greatest—at least not thus far. This is mainly because the appearances he’s done have mostly been in front of high level people behind closed doors. From what we know, he has only made one public appearance.

The website, Share International (shareintl.org) is one of those that have followed Maitreya’s whereabouts, and this is what they have to say about him.

**Quote #7:** He has been expected for generations by all of the major religions. Christians know him as the Christ, and expect his imminent return. Jews await him as the Messiah; Hindus look for the coming of Krishna; Buddhists expect him as Maitreya Buddha; and Muslims anticipate the Imam Mahdi or Messiah.

Although the names are different, many believe that they all refer to the same individual: the World Teacher, whose personal name is Maitreya (pronounced my-tray-ah)

---

21 When we hear the term “World Teacher,” we need to be alert. This is the term that’s been used for En.ki almost since the beginning of time.
Preferring to be known simply as the Teacher, Maitreya has not come as a religious leader, or to found a new religion, but as a teacher and guide for people of every religion and those of no religion.

At this time of great political, economic and social crisis Maitreya will inspire humanity to see itself as one family, and create a civilization based on sharing, economic and social justice, and global cooperation.

He will launch a call to action to save the millions of people who starve to death every year in a world of plenty. Among Maitreya’s recommendations will be a shift in social priorities so that adequate food, housing, clothing, education, and medical care become universal rights.

Under Maitreya’s inspiration, humanity itself will make the required changes and create a saner and more just world for all.  

As expected, Maitreya’s message is that of world peace and a solution to injustice and starvation. He wants a whole new world societal structure, which makes equality possible for everybody. In other words, he is spreading messages that are very seductive to people in general. We know how this works by now, and I think it was David Icke who coined the term, PROBLEM-REACTION-SOLUTION, which means that a problem is created by the Elite or the AIF. They get a reaction from the public to do something about the problem, and the same force that instigated the problem in the first place is now presenting a solution that they want to implement. The public, relieved that something is being done, accepts the solution. In this case the problem (or problems) is overwhelming—with starvation, wars, murder, pedophilia, slavery, and so on, we are far past the point of reaction. People are now hoping for a solution. All good-hearted people in the world want a change and a solution to these problems, which are all created by the AIF if we look at the bigger picture. If Maitreya offers the solution to all these problems, and actually manages to create such solutions, many people world-wide will listen to him and embrace him. The reader can see how this all works. If we don’t watch out, we may think that this Maitreya guy is not so bad after all: “Now everybody lives a much better life, and there is more and more peace in the world. Maybe, I should embrace him too?”

This is what the AIF expects. Then, when most things seem to have been resolved, some people will slowly figure out that they live in a totally new type of tyranny, which is much more subtle, but even more dangerous than the previous one. When many people start noticing that something is very wrong, it’s already too late.

The story I am now going to tell you is not a conspiracy theory, but something that actually happened, and was covered by the Nairobi Newspaper, and even by

22 http://www.shareintl.org/maitreya/Ma_main.htm
CNN and other world media. Several people in the crowd were also interviewed afterwards. On June 11, 1988, Maitreya made a mysterious appearance in Nairobi, Kenya. In a meeting with 6000 participants, held by a female Christian leader, Maitreya showed up in the middle of the crowd, appearing from nowhere. He suddenly stood in the middle of the crowd, next to the Christian leader, being much taller than the rest of the crowd (Benjamin Crème, in a later interview, said that he in fact had been estimated to be 6’ 3” tall [1 meter 92 cm]). Everybody in the crowd immediately, and at the same time, thought that he was Jesus who had returned!

Maitreya then started talking to the crowd in pure Swahili, without an accent and mesmerized all 6000 people. He was dressed in a long, white robe (fig. 9), and told the Christian leader to feel in his pocket. She said afterwards that he had four fifteen inch long golden crosses in his pocket, and she pulled one of them up and held it before the crowd (see fig. 9 again). While he was talking, he was also curing a lot of sick people in the crowd. Also, in conjunction with his appearance, a strange star was showing up in the sky, although it was in the middle of the day (this was also covered by the media). After his speech, he said he had to leave, but he would come back with a “bucket full of blessings,” as the newspaper quoted him. Then he started walking toward a church a bit further down. All of a sudden he disappeared in thin air, just as abruptly as he’d showed up, maybe half an hour earlier.

A woman in the crowd who was interviewed several days—perhaps weeks—after the incident said that she could still clearly hear his voice in her head every so often, and a “screen” with his picture showed up in her mind, in front of her face. The mysterious man never came back again.

Obviously, these 6000 people, who all had the same experience, did not make this up. This truly happened. However, who was this man? Well, the reader and I know that he definitely wasn’t Jesus. Christians in the western world of course deemed him as being Satan (which may be closer to the truth). What we see is that this event has been presented as something that would fit into Bible prophecies about the coming of the Anti-Christ.

Let us analyze this for a moment. What really happened here? A crowd with 6000 people were holding a Christian tent meeting in the middle of the day in hot Africa where clouds in the sky at that time in June were rare. Suddenly, a bright-shining star showed up in the sky above their heads, similar to the Bethlehem star, which the Three Wise Men followed. This star could very well signify the Morning Star, Venus, the symbol for Lucifer. Then, out of the blue (no pun intended), a very tall man appeared in the middle of the crowd, standing up. He wasn’t there one second before! The crowd immediately went into excitement and started screaming “Jesus, Jesus!” You and I can’t just appear from nowhere and suddenly be standing

23 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4vHv3zys6E
24 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=maitreya+nairobi+speech
25 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PS9BjFTn2R0
26 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2mu8s8kJWo (approximately 7 minutes into the video.)
up in the middle of a crowd. In addition, he was tall and dressed in white—the crowd was neither, so he immediately drew attention to himself. The most plausible thing that happened here was that Maitreya shapeshifted. As the reader well knows by now, I have discussed shapeshifting often in my papers and how it occurs. Both we and the AIF have avatars (light-bodies) which we can use to represent ourselves when we don’t have a 3-D physical body. Humans can do this after death—in the ether—or through out-of-body experiences (OBEs). We can then also decide how we want to look like. Usually, we modulate ourselves so that we look like when we were young and the most attractive—it’s almost an automatic thing. The AIF, on the other hand, have a lot of training on this subject and are true experts on shapeshifting. They are interdimensional, and for them to mingle with us here on Earth, the natural thing would be to be born into a human baby body, we would think. Some AIF do. Others are so-called walk-ins, which means that their soul walks into someone’s physical body and takes it over. Some say it’s a soul agreement, but I doubt it very much. These beings would do it without permission if they had to—having some justification for it.

Then there is a third way for these interdimensional beings to come to the dense Earth and mingle with us, and that’s the way I suggested first. They shapeshift! They come here in their avatars and form themselves to look like a human. Take Maitreya, for example. He arrives at this Christian meeting from another dimension, and we can’t see him. The training he has had for millions of years, or more, allows him to suddenly appear in the crowd in a human body of his choice. He chooses a 6’3” body, dresses like a Muslim, or similar—perhaps like a Bedouin. Then he chooses to have dark-brown eyes and a thick, black beard. We can’t see his hair, but let’s imagine that it is dark and long.

Now, let’s stop for a while again and ponder this. Look at this man with your mind, or study him in the pictures above for a few seconds. Who does he look like? Well, go on the Internet and google “Sumerian god,” and I bet you will sooner or later find some pictures in cuneiform of Anunnaki males. Here is one of them:

![Fig. 10. Anunnaki](image)
How does he look like? Supposedly, he was tall, with a beard, and he often had long hair. Their beards were mostly braided at that time, but otherwise it wouldn’t be entirely wrong to say that Maitreya looks like one of them.

The problem is that people think that the “Anunnaki” of old looked very alien-like. They were Reptilians with scales, or they were alligators, dragons, etc. Well, they had the abilities to take the form as any of these creatures and much more, but look at fig. 10. He looks human, doesn’t he? The only difference is that in the Sumerian tablets, they were often depicted as much taller than the human slaves and servants. There are probably two reasons for that—the humans at that time were short, just as African people often are today (with some exceptions), and therefore—if the Anunnaki wanted to be taller in order to distinguish themselves from humans, they could easily do that.

The Anunnaki (I will call the Sumerian gods Anunnaki here to make it easier to distinguish them from the AIF of today) were obviously mingling with humans in ancient times—the scriptures all say that—so how did they appear in the eyes of humans? Most of them appeared as human-like as possible because they simply had human bodies! Some of them even went through the birth canal and became “real” humans—at least physically. Not all of them were giants. The Anunnaki were not the real Giants of old—their genetically manipulated offspring hybrids were! Some Anunnaki were our height, while others were a little taller—six feet to seven feet tall, according to the records. That would be considered giants, perhaps, but we’re really not discussing Giants until we reach about 8 feet and well above that. Then we’re not discussing the Anunnaki anymore. Others used “bodies in hibernation” that we have discussed earlier—mostly in Level I. The AIF have human bodies in hibernation on Mars, but also here on Earth—probably in underground facilities, such as Area 51. No humans have access to the lower floor in those facilities according to some whistle-blowers. One of those levels could very well serve as a secret hiding place for human bodies that discarnate Anunnaki could come down and possess. Then they could come up to the surface and behave as any other human, and no one would notice the difference.

Maitreya is estimated to have been 6’3”, which is taller than the average man, and a little taller than I am (I’m 6’1”). Another person who, just for the record, is also 6’3” is Supriem Rockefeller—it just now came to me. Anyway, Maitreya could probably have passed as an Anunnaki god if he’d showed up 5000 years ago in old Mesopotamia.

What happened, if we now return to Nairobi in 1988? Maitreya allegedly cured many sick people around him while just standing there, talking. There must have been many sick people there because they have very little medical aid, and there are many eyewitnesses saying that he really did heal people that day in June. Then, when he considered himself being finished after about half an hour, if my memory serves me well, Maitreya said he must leave but would be back with a “bucket of blessings.” The people were now very humble and 100% sure that this was Jesus. Even today, almost 27 years later, they pray to Maitreya and do certain rituals that he taught them to do.
Last, and just as mysteriously as he showed up, the 6000 crowd members saw him walk away and suddenly just disappear in thin air—right before their very eyes.

Again, we have shapeshifting going on. This crowd of 6000 people had the opportunity to see shapeshifting in action (shapeshift into a pure energy form is also shapeshifting—it doesn’t have to be from a bear to a human, for example.)

If we look at the Maitreya example—how did he do the shapeshifting? I would say he could have done it in one of two ways. The first way is via technology. The AIF has technology that we wouldn’t understand, and this could have been used here—it could have been some kind of hologram. More likely, though, Maitreya didn’t have a physical body, based on how the whole story is presented. He simply densified his avatar and formed his energy (atoms and molecules and so on) so that he appeared in the way Maitreya looked like. Of course, he wanted to act as if he were Divine, and therefore, he must have the ability to seemingly appear and disappear out of thin air.

As we have discussed beginning in Level II, you can have someone who has shapeshifted from an energy orb to a human being sitting on your couch, looking just as real and you and I. You can walk toward him and shake his hand, and it will feel as if you’re shaking hands with a human—there is no difference! This is how I think the Nairobi incident was constructed on the AIF part. This was a pilot! The AIF wanted to appear somewhere remote and do their spiel to see how it turned out. It was perhaps a dress rehearsal, and the real thing will happen soon.

Now, who was this mysterious man? Well, if we are to read the Bible prophecies, I would say he could have been the “Anti-Christ,” aka Marduk Ra!

Why on Earth would I say that? Couldn’t he be just “someone unimportant” to the AIF—someone who was ordered to “test the water?” Also, why Marduk and not En.ki? Because Marduk is the forerunner—he would be the Anti-Christ who would reign for just a short time before he gets killed and replaced by the Second Coming of Christ—Lord En.ki. Remember that the Age of Aquarius is En.ki’s Age.

There is also another solid reason why I think this man was Marduk, and that has to do with what I am going to tell the reader next. Also, if he was Marduk, he was most probably the being I communicated with, presenting himself as Utu Shamash. The reader knows by now that Marduk Ra and Utu Shamash are one and the same.

Let’s move on, and when the reader is done reading this paper, I would be very surprised if he or she doesn’t just sit there in awe with his or her mouth open. You will understand exactly what the Global Elite has in mind, and you will understand exactly what the AIF has in mind in the very, very near future!!! There will be no doubt about it because the evidence is so overwhelming that no one can seriously debate it. What I have been writing about from Level I through Level V will now come full circle, and the reader will finally understand where Marduk and En.ki will come from when they appear as the new World Leaders. You will also see, without any doubt whatsoever, who is supporting them. In addition, you will understand that those who do, approximately 95%, are totally ignorant of the magnitude of what they are doing. The treason is so gross that these poor souls will have a hard time with themselves for many, many eons ahead. Christ said, “Forgive
them for they know not what they are doing!” I would say, it doesn’t matter if we forgive them—they will not forgive themselves. The reason I am saying this is because the majority of people who are ushering in the Father and the Son (En.ki and Marduk) have no idea about the consequences. They think they are helping mankind! Some of the people are quite likeable—even Benjamin Crème—who seems totally ignorant about what he is stirring up. They want a better world, and they have been so manipulated and in some instances so heavily mind-controlled that they do believe they are ushering in a new Golden Age, when in fact they are helping to create a horrible nightmare situation for mankind that could last for many eons to come. I’m just saying—I am so happy I am not one of these people.

Benjamin Crème, the Theosophist, was of course all ecstatic after this 1988 incident and still talks about it at length whenever he gets the chance and can find someone who listens. This doesn’t seem to be a problem, however, as he has even been invited to speak about the Maitreya before the United Nations. The probable reason how he got into the UN (where he apparently managed to convince many people) is because he knows a renowned journalist from Zimbabwe, now settled in South Africa, Raj Patel, who is, if I am correctly informed, a Theosophist himself. Patel has a connection with the United Nations because he happened to work there and with the World Bank.27

A media source says that Crème’s message has reached millions of people by this time, and he is giving speeches all around the world up to this day. There is hardly any doubt that Crème believes in all this himself and that Maitreya is the new World Teacher—the one the Theosophical Society has predicted since the days when the Ascended Masters of the Great White Brotherhood were channeled in the second part of the 1800s. These people are being heavily used by the AIF without having an inkling about it. They truly seem to believe that it is their mission in life to do the field work and prepare for the World Teacher who will come and bring world peace and a One World Religion to the peoples of Earth. We have looked into the subject of the Great White Brotherhood and the Ascended Masters in previous papers, and I have concluded that these beings are simply more of the AIF channeled information directed toward gullible humans, who are happy to dedicate their life’s mission to helping these deceitful entities. Although Crème has shown interest in Michael Lee Hill, I still believe his main focus is on Maitreya. Just because the public hasn’t heard from Maitreya since 1988, it doesn’t mean that this man is not still active. I will soon show that he certainly is!

Now we’ve talked about the 1988 incident, so let’s talk about something that happened in 2011—on one of the infamous Bilderberg meetings, which that year was held in Switzerland. The well-known British newspaper, The Guardian, were covering the event, as they have done for many years through their journalist, Charlie Skelton. This journalist knows what is going on behind the scenes, and he is to some extent writing about it in his articles.

In 1988, something very astonishing happened, according to Skelton, so he wrote about it in a Guardian newspaper article, which covered the
Bilderberg meeting.\textsuperscript{29} Skelton said, and I quote (my emphasis in \textit{italics}),

\textbf{Quote #8:} It was an odd walk right from the start. \textit{From nowhere, like something from a dream}, a distinguished lady, dressed from top to toe in white, whooshed serenely past security and swanned to the front of the power walkers.

\textit{No one recognised her or has seen her since. She had an other-worldly quality; I half expected her to be leading them to Charon's boat, or up a stairway formed of clouds.}

Mandelson fell into step with Schmidt. We couldn't hear their happy chatter, but I presume they were admiring the breathtaking scenery, comparing their favourite wild flower, and hammering out how best to implement an internet kill switch.

\textit{The lady in white led her band of Bilderberg bigwigs and billionaires along the charming Swiss byways, across bridges over gentle streams ... and straight into a pack of 50 baffled activists, who were milling around outside a community hall during a break in a symposium.}

This couldn't possibly be happening. "This is terrible," Mandelson was heard to exclaim as the activists swarmed around the delegates, firing questions and chorusing their concern. You can watch some remarkable footage from the incident on \textit{Alex Jones's website}.\textsuperscript{30}

This incident has been subject to a lot of speculation—especially with the Maitreya incident in mind. It has been discussed on forums and on YouTube videos, and people think that the Bilderberg incident has many similarities to that of the Maitreya incident in 1988. Out of nowhere she appears, passing the tight Security of the Bilderbergers just to lead them all into a crowd of protesters!\textsuperscript{31} This is extraordinary indeed because it has never happened before that \textit{anyone}—no less an old lady with a cane—has been able to pass the Bilderberg Security! These security guards are highly trained in order to get the hand-picked job to safeguard the billionaires. Mysteriously, this white-dressed lady appears from nowhere—totally out of place, and no one knows from where she came—just to suddenly disappear into nowhere when her “mission” was completed. There are a few random pictures of her, but all efforts to put the event on film failed. Nonetheless, this was a kind of event that all journalists would have loved to have on film. No protesters or people in general have managed to film it either from what is known. Interestingly, the same thing happened in the 1988 incident—there were attempts to film it, but the only thing

\begin{footnotes}
\item[29] \url{http://www.theguardian.com/news/blog/2011/jun/12/bilderberg-2011-mandelson-nature-walk}
\item[31] \url{https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2mu8s8kJW0} (Approximately 2 min. into the video, they show a picture of the Lady in White, and there is a discussion about her.)
\end{footnotes}
that worked was to get it on still-camera photos. Apparently, shapeshifted beings don’t show up on film for some reason, or did the AIF, with help from technology, plan beforehand to destroy the film in all film cameras in order to stop people from filming these two beings?

Because of some stunning similarities between the two events, some researchers believe that the Lady in White and Maitreya (also in white) are one and the same. If this is true, why did the Lady in White show the group of Bilderbergers the wrong way, leading them right into the hands of the mob? Aren’t the Bilderbergers and Maitreya conspiring together?

Well, let’s assume that these two events are connected, what would be important for Maitreya at this time? It would be to convince the masses that he (she) is “good” and is taking the public’s side. It’s just a game on their part, and they are all players. The Bilderbergers may not have known that they were going to be led to the mob, but the Lady in White sure played the role as the Good Samaritan. Also, we just discussed that there is a chance that the Anti-Christ or/and the Christ may be a woman! Of course, she wouldn’t be this particular woman (she is too old), but the Lady in White may represent the feminine and prepare the masses for a female Christ. Perhaps, the Bilderberg incident was a pilot, just as the Nairobi incident was 23 years earlier—they want to see how we react, so they know exactly how to play this out when they do this for real.

In juxtaposition to this, could this whole story with the Lady in White just be a coincidence, and there is a natural explanation for it? Absolutely! Everything is possible, as usual, but is it likely? What would make us more of “wacky conspiracy theorists?” Would it be to say that the Lady in White may have been Maitreya or part
of a pilot for the Second Coming, or would it be to say that this is all a coincidence and nothing to worry about? I don’t know about you, but I believe that I would be more of a wacky conspiracy theorist if I said that there is nothing to worry about with the incident—and also, in that case, it would seem as if I would be covering up something. Well, let’s call it a very strange event, just as Charlie Skelton did, and that it needs to be looked into some more, qualifying it for the *Research File for the near future*, which is exactly where I’m going to put it in.

One of the reasons why Benjamin Crème is so obsessed with Maitreya is because Crème supposedly channeled him back in 1959, and Crème is, in comparison to the original Jesus event 2000 years ago, a self-proclaimed John the Baptist. Crème was, according to Crème, embodied in the Himalayas in 1977.

In one of the video clips I referred to as a footnote in one of the above paragraphs, Crème mentions that the Nairobi media were not the only ones covering the 1988 event, as I mentioned earlier, but CNN and many other world news channels ran it, including Japanese media and others. Telegraph in Great Britain ran it, too, but not until in 2008 (twenty years later), including mentioning the “bright star” (the *Star of Lucifer*) that was seen in the sky together with the event (fig. 15). However, after a short time, it went totally silent, and no one mentioned it anymore besides the Nairobi media. It was as if the world media wanted to quickly run it and then become silent, or they were told from “higher up” to stop broadcasting it and never mention it again. This could be because it was a pilot and was not meant to become a huge event that required a follow-up.

![Video Clip](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvJCw2Y0WeE)

This means that he was embodied as a fairly grown man because he looked as if he was in his 30s in the 1988 incident. Moreover, the strange appearance and disappearance certainly makes me believe that he thus far is operating without a body and is instead producing a light-body “mock-up” at appearances. Last, this is where people who say he was born in 1977 got it from—they just misinterpreted it. “Taking a body” and “being born” are two different things on this occasion.
The Maitreya saga does not end here. There is much more to tell, and it gets stranger and stranger but also more and more revealing. We start seeing a very disturbing pattern as we move on. Indeed, the puzzle pieces are coming together, and they fit very nicely too.

Wayne Peterson, a retired American diplomat, worked many years in Washington DC, appointed by the President in 1967 to the U.S. Information Agency’s Foreign Service and has also been a policy officer at the United States Information Agency (USIA). At the time of his retirement, he had spent 32 years with the U.S. Government.\(^{34}\) He has admitted to being a supporter of Maitreya and having connections with the United Nations. It is covered in the above video, “Shocking Truth Behind the Book of Enoch” (fig. 15), approximately 40 minutes and 30 seconds into the video, which can be found on YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvJcW2Y0WgE. Also, even Mikhail Gorbachev has commented on Maitreya, and in a Vision Magazine interview in the White House on June 20\(^{th}\), 2000, Peterson discusses the subject.\(^{35}\)

Reporter Kendall Klug of the “Vision Magazine” asks:

“I believe Mikhail Gorbachev has publically stated his belief of the existence of Maitreya. Do you know if this is true?”

Wayne Peterson answers:

“I have a little story to tell you about Gorbachev. A friend of mine who has worked with the World Bank went to a ‘Heads of States’ conference in Europe and gave a speech where he borrowed many of Maitreya’s ideas for economic reforms out of a book by Benjamin Crème that I had given him. He told me he had read the book on his flight to Europe and realized that his keynote address to these world officials, especially presidents and prime ministers (it was a very high level meeting) was going to be very boring, with many having heard similar sentiments over and over. So he thought he would throw in some of Maitreya’s ideas into his speech.

The country he was in had a reigning monarch who invited him for lunch the next day. When he showed up for lunch, there were 16-20 people there including Mr. Gorbachev. The monarch of this country said to him (my friend), ‘I suppose you’re wondering why we invited you here today? Well, we are all curious about where you got those ideas for your speech which you presented yesterday.’ He said that ‘My friend Wayne gave me a book written by Benjamin Crème about Maitreya’s mission.’

---

\(^{34}\) More about Wayne Peterson, including a biography, can be found here: http://books.google.com/books?id=k8CEgHDrzOiC&pg=RA4-PA38&lpg=RA4-PA38&dq=wayne+peterson+united+nations&source=bl&ots=7UXjXaEFc6&sig=uc68eJycdFet0CSRlsKTm6RTxEv0&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CEUQ6AEwBw#v=onepage&q=wayne%20peterson%20united%20nations&f=false

\(^{35}\) YouTube, “Shocking Truth Behind the Book of Enoch—Full Movie,” 41 minutes into the video.
Immediately they nodded their heads. ‘We thought so,’ was the apparent response. ‘That’s why we invited you here. We all know of Maitreya; and we’re doing what we can for him but we are not able to say anything publically because we are world leaders. We each have our own public to deal with.’ Only one person there stood up and said that they could use his name to legitimize these sightings and that was Mikhail Gorbachev. He was the only man in the room who would say, ‘Use my name if you want.’”

Reporter Kendall Klug asks: “Do you think President Clinton has had an experience of Maitreya?”

Wayne Peterson immediately replies:

“I don’t know if President Clinton has. I believe that former President George Bush has [George Bush Sr., my comment]. We used to have Transmission Meditation groups that Maitreya had asked us to do around Washington DC. People who were interested in Maitreya and the reappearance story would get together once a week in Georgetown, in the home of President Bush’s main counselor at the White House.

President Bush came over to this house for dinner one night, and the hostess was in the dining room as President Bush asked her, ‘What do you think? I’m running against Clinton in this election, am I going to win?’ She said, ‘No, Mr. President, you are not. Maitreya has already said you are going to lose to Clinton.’ Bush never challenged her, but merely said, ‘Yeah, yeah.’ He didn’t ask who Maitreya was. He was very quiet and then said, ‘I think I’ve got to go now.’”

Peterson continues: “Benjamin Crème has said many times that he had heard from one of Maitreya’s associates that Maitreya had appeared to Bush and that they had discussions in the White House. So that incident with my meditation group seemed to confirm that Bush did in fact know of Maitreya. I do know people in the White House have been visited by Maitreya many times. And the people I’m talking about I’ve seen on the front page of the Washington Post standing next to the President.”  

Wayne Peterson also wrote a book about his experiences around Maitreya, called “Extraordinary Times, Extraordinary Beings: Experiences of an American Diplomat with Maitreya and the Masters of Wisdom.” This book can be ordered from Amazon.com.37

All these revelations are monitored by members of the Theosophical Society, who are running the errands for their Ascended Masters. Now, who do the Theosophists believe is the key figure behind these Ascended Masters? Lucifer, of course—good old En.ki!

In 1922, Alice Bailey was taking on the task of publishing the work of Mme. Blavatsky’s and other Theosophical material, and the publishing company was called Lucifer’s Trust (see fig. 16). However, this became a little bit too revealing, so it was renamed Lucis Trust (fig. 17).

Fig. 17. The name-change to “Lucis Trust,” picturing the Morning Star—a symbol for Lucifer.

Lucis Trust evolved into a large organization, which still exists today and is also directly associated with the United Nations. This is what it says in the *United Nations International Geneva Yearbook 2009*. Please read carefully!

**Quote #9:** “The Lucis Trust is recognized by the United Nations as a Non-Governmental Organisation and is represented at regular briefing sessions at UN Headquarters. The Lucis Trust is on the roster of the United Nations Economic and Social Council.”

This is very important evidence because it proves that the United Nations is deeply infiltrated by the Theosophical Society and its New Age channeled philosophy, or have most likely rubbed their shoulders together already from the beginning. Thus, the United Nations is evidently embracing the information that is channeled by members of the Theosophical Society. The Ascended Masters who are providing this channeled information are, as evidence has shown, led by the old Sumerian Overlord, En.ki, also known as Lord Ea, and his son, Marduk Ra.

The goal of Theosophy is to create a One World Government and a New World Order, where Maitreya will function as the World Teacher. He will teach us how we all will become ONE—everything is ONE, according to this philosophy, and that’s what we should embrace. *Many world leaders and high level members of the*

---

38 YouTube, “Shocking Truth Behind the Book of Enoch—Full Movie,” 45 minutes and 30 seconds  into the video.

United Nations are also Theosophists. Many of them are as deceived as the rest of the world population, but others know well what this is all about. Many of them are both Theosophists and supporters of Artificial Intelligence and the new Technocratic Society.

Robert Muller (1923-2010), a high level member of the United Nations and also a Theosophist, has said, “We must move as quickly as possible to a One World Government—a One World Religion under a One World Leader.”

Readers with a good memory may also recall from Level III the section where I showed that the popular channel called Kryon is also connected to the United Nations. Also, many U.N. members are into the channeling of The Council of Nine, of whom I also spoke in Level III—a source which I showed evidence was a pure En.ki propaganda machine. One of the goals of the Council of Nine is to infiltrate Hollywood so that certain science fiction movies, fantasy movies, and others are being made and shown to the public. These movies contain information people need before the Second Coming. Also, many people fell for the Maitreya deception, when he magically cured the ill without even touching them. This is exactly what is

Fig. 18. Robert Muller, Theosophist, and a strong believer in a New World Order, a One World Government, a One World Religion, and a World Leader. Muller was working for the United Nations!


YouTube, “Shocking Truth Behind the Book of Enoch—Full Movie,” 46 minutes and 30 seconds into the video.
supposed to happen, if people have read the Bible prophecies. It’s a big deception. Of course the AIF, and Marduk in this case, can cure the ill! He can even produce energy which will make people feel pure ecstasy in a way they never have felt before. Because the AIF members don’t possess the same kind of strong emotions that we humans do, they can “sample” our emotions very easily with technology. He can then send them back toward an audience or a crowd of choice, making everybody in that crowd feel an enormous amount of “love and light!” However, it’s just simple technology that even our own scientists most probably can manage.

I get emails from people who belong to certain channeled groups where this phenomena happens —the entities that are channeled cure people that are ill during the session, and at the same time, they make the audience feel ecstatic. The people who are channeling these entities email me and ask me to join their group, thinking I can be a great contributor. No, I’m sorry people—you are deceived. I don’t care how much love and light you feel and how enlightened you believe you are becoming—you are digging yourselves down in a very deep hole if you don’t withdraw from such practices. They are not what they appear to be!

In other words, the U.N. is just a large New Age Organization, and New Agers who follow a similar path are obviously feeding the New World Order Agenda and are unwittingly siding with the “bad aliens” who they think are their opponents. I understand that New Agers are not thinking in terms of friends and enemies because “everything is ONE,” but they need to realize that the forces that are stopping us from achieving our goals of awakening to higher consciousness are often following the exact same philosophies as the New Agers amongst the regular population. It’s perhaps cleverly done, but not too hard to see through if we really make an effort. New Agers need to realize that the path to higher consciousness is not only love and light—if they don’t start looking at the dark side of life as well, that side will soon engulf them.

Now, what have we just learned in this section of the paper? Well, we have learned something very astonishing. We have possibly envisioned a glimpse of how the Second Coming will be implemented—albeit in reality it will be worldwide and not isolated to a tribe in Africa. In Nairobi, Maitreya easily managed to mesmerize and deceive a group of 6000 people—all of them experiencing the same thing: that this was the Second Coming of Christ—totally forgetting that the Anti-Christ has not showed up yet. Of course, the Anti-Christ does not necessarily have to be a person, and if this is the case, Maitreya could have been Lord Ea.

We have also learned that the United Nations is deeply infiltrated with New Age philosophies, such as Kryon and The Council of Nine, but most remarkably—the Theosophical Society and Madame Blavatsky. Benjamin Crème is a respected man in the United Nations and a high level diplomat who has been working in the White House and for the government, in general, for 32 years and who tells the story of how Maitreya is often seen in the White House, meeting with the people’s representatives who then follow Maitreya’s advice. The same thing happens in the United Nations.

The only reason that the United Nations exists whatsoever is to usher in Maitreya and the Second Coming of Christ. They are disciples of the Ascended
Masters of the Great White Brotherhood, and the followers understand that the Brotherhood are aliens and not biblical angels from some Heavenly Realm. Theosophy even suggests which star systems certain beings come from, so this means that the followers of the Great White Brotherhood in the U.N. and the White House (including Presidents and their councilors) are well aware of the return of the “Anunnaki,” or the Ancient Ones, as they call them. In other words, our world leaders are welcoming the gods to return to Earth and reign over us! I now have evidence of all this, and the evidence is very solid.

There is only one “hole” in all this that I can see. That would be if Maitreya and the channeled entities who support him are deceiving everybody—including me. They could pretend that the entire United Nations story is real, when in fact, they will take over in a more subtle way, and therefore they deceive even the U.N., the President of the United States, and Russia (yes, Putin is deeply involved, and one of the gods’ “favorite”). However, I think there is a big chance that Father and Son will come out of the United Nations. They need an entity such as that, which promotes a One World Government and a World Leader in order to make it appear benevolent and bona fide.

Also, I believe that the only reason why the real appearance hasn’t happened yet is because humans in high places are screwing things up. Key figures are not doing what they are supposed to do, and the gods are mad over human incompetence. The United Nations is not “united” in a way that the gods had hoped for. There is too much confusion with high-level people indulging themselves in sex, pedophilia, and drugs. These “privileges” may have been the carrot for some chosen people to take on certain important positions, but instead of taking advantage of the rewards on the side, the real mission becomes a secondhand thing or is sometimes even forgotten. This mess is probably delaying the whole operation, and perhaps, this is why we have seen so many key people being “suicided” lately—bankers in high position in particular. This, of course, draws attention to certain individuals in the research community who have promised that we will have a new currency here on Earth. This should have happened a couple of years ago but still hasn’t come to a close. That entire agenda was certainly an embarrassment for us other researchers who work hard to get the truth out. I had firsthand experiences with these people who promoted a new currency and the jailing of world bankers. Many of the people in that field of research are nothing but crooks and liars—again, firsthand experience. I have even been threatened to death by one of them for being like a “pussy” with my kind of “soft information” when I could have promoted violence and revolution. I should probably take their judgment of me as a compliment. With bankers committing suicide (or being murdered), it puts fuel to the fire for these researchers, proving them correct, they are utterly mistaken. Yes, a new currency may see the light of day, with a new type of financing altogether, but it’s not because of their messed up efforts, and it’s not necessarily in our interest, even if it would appear that way at first.

By the way, I forgot to mention that these new-currency-researchers believe that Putin is on our side, and that he is a very good guy. I’m sorry, but I thought he was a pedophile who likes young boys? Well, I must be mistaken, even though there
are pictures in the mainstream media, showing him doing inappropriate things to young boys in public.\textsuperscript{42} Well, no one is perfect, isn’t that right, Mr. Benjamin Pulford?

People have to be careful with what they support. Many good people out there are duped when it comes to their spiritual beliefs and practices. You don’t have to be a New Ager to be duped. The New Age philosophy stems from the Theosophical Society and the Ascended Masters. It was Helena Petronova Blavatsky who started all this mess, albeit she was clueless too, probably. Out of this society sprang the New Age spirituality and the myriad of channelers who only have popped up all over the world. Suddenly, every other person is becoming a channeler, figuratively speaking. The channeled entities are all telling us the same thing but with different words and from different angles. I have gone through most of them and looked into this field of New Age practices. The result became \textit{The Third Level of Learning}. Since then, I have looked into even more channeled material, and they just add to the evidence I gathered in that level of learning. It is all bogus—even though there is truth in it, and you must be both clever and use discernment to pick up the pieces of real gold from the fool’s gold. You also need to look without any preconceptions, or you \textit{will} be deceived. By that, I don’t mean that you should discard it altogether—I still encourage people to research it because that’s one source of information that can be partly useful. I am just emphasizing—\textit{use discernment to your fullest extent because it’s very seductive!}

These days, most people in the alternative movement promote that we are all ONE, and we need to become ONE again with each other and with Source. Believe me, I am the first to admit that I have fallen for all this stuff that I am now rejecting, or look at with different eyes, and the concept of being ONE has been one of the basic elements in my own research for years. Now I know where it comes from, and I look at it from a very different angle. It’s not necessarily that being ONE is a totally false concept, but it is put there to limit us rather than to expand us. En.ki’s deception plans are very clever—\textit{never forget that!} They have to be because we humans are also very clever when we are not deceived. Being ONE in the modern Era comes from Theosophy and their New Age teachings. It’s a huge distraction and is promoting a One World Religion, which \textit{is} the New Age Religion. Therefore, we will see Marduk and En.ki agreeing with the New Agers, whose egos will be so big that they will almost explode. The gods will embrace most of what the Spiritual Movement has promoted for years and make it into a One World Religion. The New Age movement and its ideas (which by the way are not it’s ideas to begin with) fits the gods’ Agenda hand in glove.

Marduk and En.ki will also present a solution to the UFO phenomenon, and an apparent Disclosure will take place. It will be done in such a fashion that most UFO researchers will be pleased, and their egos will also become bigger than their heads.

42 \texttt{http://www.illuminati-news.com/070806c.htm}
All these different alien races that have been presented on the Internet and in books will be acknowledged as real by the gods. They will also point out who is the friend and who is the enemy. Perhaps the ones they point out as friends (who will be the ones most people believe are “good aliens”) will appear together with En.ki when the time is right. His own people will shapeshift into these beings and pretend they are them. Maybe they will also at some point show a real vicious Reptilian fully alive to a world audience. In reality it’s just an AIF member playing the role as a Reptilian through shapeshifting. Can the reader see how easy it would be to fool the majority of the people? It’s a piece of cake!

In fact, this section alone summarizes much of what is being written on many websites and in many books about the Illuminati, the Global Elite, the Alien Agenda, the One World Government, the New World Order, the One World Religion, and the World Leader. This seems to be what it’s all about, and what we can expect. The fulfillment of certain prophecies has been delayed because things are not streamlined yet. It’s as if you buy a house from somebody, and you’re told that you can move in there in one week. When the day comes, the old owner has still not moved his stuff out, and everything is being delayed. Therefore, you have to wait longer than planned to move in. This analogy suits when it comes to the return of the gods. I think the gods are angry, and some people have to pay for the delay (and some already have) and will serve as an example of what may happen if people don’t get their acts together and start working right away. Many people in high places are probably scared to death right now.

Thus, we can see how the word “ONE” is being used to fit a certain agenda—even that of a One World Religion. In that religion, being ONE is a part of it. However, what does being ONE really mean in the gods’ deception?

It means that humanity slowly but surely will go in the direction of becoming a Social Memory Complex, which the Ra people in the Ra Material and the majority of other channeled material are talking about. When that has happened, it’s the end of humanity as we know it, and it will be extremely hard to break out of that trap to once again head toward real freedom for the human soul. These words will be very hard to take in for the New Agers who believe that the Ra Material, the Elohim, or other channeled material as well are the answers for humanity. Those who believe that we are ascending to the fourth and fifth dimensions will have an extremely hard time to take this in as well, but we will discuss it some more and break it down totally in the next paper. I will explain how deep this particular rabbit hole really is.

VII. In the End, Only What is Inside Counts

There is so much to learn and so much to know. We can’t possibly learn everything in a lifetime, but we must admit that this current lifetime has been the most amazing journey we’ve had so far. Never before in the history of Earth have we learned so much in so few years, and still we have hardly scratched the surface. I have written five levels of learning, and I could go on for the rest of my life adding more
and more levels. The Wes Penre Papers are not completed with these five levels of learning, but on the other hand, they can never be completed. It’s just a matter of knowing when to stop.

We still have two more papers to go, and I hope that the reader has been able to use this information wisely and will continue to do so in the future. After all, everything I am bringing up as being “out there” is really not out there but “in here”—within the essence of our being.

We have all the tools we need in our bodies, and with these tools, we can consciously explore the Multiverse when we know how to do it and are not afraid to try it out. Our avatars consist of a great number of different light-bodies, and as we explore the dimensions, our inner fire will “automatically” use another part of the composite avatar—our soul essence will, in other words, jump from one type of light-body to another that will more easily be able to work in a higher dimension environment. Our bodies are extremely complex, and we are just now starting to understand how they work. If we decide to escape from En.ki’s prison, we take our human avatars with us, and we can still use them in a 3-D environment somewhere else. However, then we will be able to do what we no longer can do here—nano-travel at the same time as we enjoy a solid, physical experience!

We might say that we are stuck in an electronic prison that we call the Third Dimension, but in reality they have blocked us from having access to our Inner Selves. We only have access to 4% of what is us. When we learn what is “out there,” as we’ve done in these papers, we basically unlock the doors to what’s “in there”—inside our bodies and in the essence of our beingness. This is why people who like the papers say that they have changed their lives and their way of thinking. Very good! That’s exactly what is intended! By learning more and more of what’s out there, we open up the doors inside of us so we become more ourselves. We will have access to our real abilities that have been denied us since the day the Invaders took over and created their own distorted and limited universe for us to live in. It’s like throwing us into a pond and telling us that all that exists is what is in the pond.

My hope is that when the reader has completed the levels of learning, he or she will be able to see through the manipulation on a daily basis, almost regardless of how clever it is set up. I say “almost” because we still have steps to take and ways to go. I hope that inside of each reader there will be this refusal to agree with the manipulation, but without feeling anger and resentment. I hope we all can just see it as a matter-of-fact, knowing that humans who are waking up actually have a shorter road to travel before we are free than the AIF will have because they will have to deal with the monster they have created inside themselves. I hope we all will understand that we do have freedom to do what we want, although it requires some planning on our part at this point. Still, knowingness is freedom—freedom to choose where to go and what to do.
Disclaimer!

The purpose for this series of papers, as with anything and everything I have been writing, is to express my own conclusions, based on the research I have done. It must in no way be considered the ultimate truth and must not be considered anybody else’s truth until that person has thoroughly thought these things through and decided that he or she may agree with what I have concluded, in part or as a whole. If somebody does not agree, it must be that person’s right to individual thinking.

Moreover, I do not want any religion, cult, secret society, or followers to be created out of my material. Also, I am not a guru or a leader of any kind, and I refuse to be treated or viewed as such. At the most, I am a student of the unknown and the mystics who wants to teach and share my experiences and the knowledge I think that I have gained.

Thank you,